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About This Game

William "Bill" Sherman has a problem - he's dead. Blown to pieces by his own C4 payload, which he wanted to eliminate a
South American druglord with on behalf of some shady secret service people. The fact that he accidentally blew a bus full of
innocent civilians into the Great Beyond has given rise to an all new problem - Hell doesn't exactly have any problems with

claiming his soul. But now Bill's in purgatory and he's caught the eye of heaven's warriors. He's been offered a chance to make
good the havoc he wrought using his quite special skills. And with weapons of course. Bizarre weapons. Crazy weapons...

The Game

Developed by Homegrown Games with former developers and modders from the previous Painkiller games in collaboration
with Studio Med-Art and with a Catholic priest advising, Painkiller Resurrection combines rock-hard, no-frills action and an
exciting story with painstakingly researched details. In a bizarre world influenced by medieval ideas about hell and purgatory

and Dante's Inferno, the mixture of fast, straightforward levels and enormous, explorable regions containing the worst scum of
any hell provides a unique gaming experience.

Unique storyline told using top quality "graphic novel" style cutscenes

Completely reworked "Painkiller 2.0 engine" with shader effects, weather systems, a superb physics engine, and ultra-
fast netcode, including an anticheat system
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The best weapons from all of the Painkiller titles + new, inventive tools of death

Classic-style FPS levels and enormous, explorable areas provide varied gameplay

Countless eSports-grade multiplayer modes with numerous new and updated maps
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Title: Painkiller: Resurrection
Genre: Action
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Release Date: 27 Oct, 2009
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Uh, it has it's different endings and I find it weird and full of mystry, but it's a game that you pour your heart and soul into
trying to unlock the true meaning. There is probably multiple endings and im surprised. Are you trying to make us think through
the door?. Radium is one of those games you need to try by yourself to understand how much fun they are.

I know, 3,99$ might seem a lot for this, but this game is worth it. In case taht you don\u00b4t believe me: Go ahead and play the
free mobile version... Anyways, you\u00b4ll miss something if you don\u00b4t give Radium a try.

Please don\u00b4t ask me why exactly, but this one has a special effect on me. There hasn\u00b4t been a game like this so far, I
have been trying which such an ambition as Radium. It\u00b4s hard to explain what makes this game so special, but it\u00b4s
pretty unique and that\u00b4s what I like about it.. TL;DR: Buggy but still playable. Randomly generated plants are fun to look
at, especially the trees. Graphics are beautiful. Audio's kinda bad -- repetitive soundtrack, very few sound effects, but it doesn't
take away from the enjoyment. Overall it's a pleasant experience that you can only get here.

Getting more in-depth, there're a couple things to know if you want to enjoy this game.

First, there's a trash-bin to your left. Use that to get rid of the pot currently on your desk, or throw away seeds that you don't
particularly like. Note that doing that second thing makes the seed count glitch out, and you'll end up opening a brand new seed
packet to find anywhere from one to four seeds inside. It's still kinda worth it, because otherwise your seed drawer fills up with
junk.

Second, you can't edit or delete entries in your seed journal (from what I can tell), so only record ones you actually care about,
and make sure it's accurate before you send it in. Also, you might encounter a glitch where you enter the seed journal to find an
entry already open, right-click out of it, and discover your cursor is stuck in the middle of the screen. Just back out, go back in,
close the entry, and this time it'll work. Having to do that every time does get old, though...

Third, you can rotate the circular thingy on your desk if you want to get a better look at your current plant, and you can put
multiple plants in certain pots. Using planters to try out your five newest seeds at once is recommended.

Lastly, there's a bug where, if you try to grab a new pot when one is already on your desk, you'll get stuck halfway between the
pot shelf and your desk, and you'll have to exit to the menu and start the day over. That one kinda sucks, so watch out.

The rest of the issues are kinda minor. A few typos, a noticeable lack of sound effects, disappointing randomly generated plants,
an overabundance of sameface succulents, the depressing sense that the main character has no friends and never ventures
outside... but it's really more good than bad. You get to settle into a comfortable routine of discovering new plants, filing them
away in your notebook, fulfilling requests, and acquiring new pots. You get to experience the frustration of just starting out, the
pang of rejection, and the satisfaction of a job well done. Eventually, you're putting together genuinely beautiful arrangements
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using your best finds and your shiniest pots, and that feels pretty good. And the trees actually look amazing; they're my favorite
part of the game.

So if that sounds like a good time to you, and you don't mind the price, I very much recommend this game.. Royal Defense on
the Water - much wow, sw4g

8/10. Every ****Zeal game gets better and better with each sequel. 3 credit play still, still a little annoying, but at least there is
an easy setting for us casual shmup fans. Most definitely bullet hell and does a pretty good job with it too. Looks and plays great
on my ultrawide, scaling is perfect, huge plus in my books. This one may only be 720P, but it does a really nice job of it. The
graphics and game style reminds me so much of Raystorm for the PS1 or Raiden III, for myself, thats nice trip down memory
lane. Very interesting concept of being able to choose your shot style, lasers, wide bullets or guided missiles, with just a press of
a button. But like all shmups like this one, you still have to pick up powerups to level up your shot. Its not ground breaking, but
its got good value if you love shmups, well worth the asking price.
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another very short game. but it was a good one if you like the find it adventures. Worst. Game. Ever. Don't buy it it's just
another Unity assets game. sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo bad. I like BIG books, I can not lie.
Here is the thing, I own quite an extensive library of books (500+) and an extensive library of Audible books (200+). All genres
from the late 1600's to published just last month. I admire the art form of writing and the creativity that goes into it. This is an
entirely new art form that is limitless in it's infancy. I stopped on page 26 of 500+ pages, just to write this review. It is a
fantastic first step and I am excited to see where this goes. Bravo to the devs/authors bravery in building this. After 50 years of
collecting stories, I have an entirely new format to pursue. What a great time to be alive.. This is so far the most logical hidden
object game I've played. I guess that's why it is also fairly short (no artificial lengthening by making you perform actions that
make no sense). It took me about 2 hours. I don't mind the short length as this was more fun to play, because there was no need
for using the hint button all the time. There is a map that shows available actions and lets you move quickly between places, so
going back and forth is no problem. The only problem with item names in hidden object scenes I noticed was "leave", which got
me stumped, but the hint revealed that it was "leaf" (should have realized that, but English is my second language). That's not
nearly as serious as some I've seen in other games. The story is pretty typical for this type of games and not too bad. I paid
5.11€ for the game (bought the bundle and already had the other game) and it's worth that in my opinion.. Great game, will be
better if you could lower the price. Great 21:9 Support
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